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ABSTRACT 
Drosophila CORL (dCORL) is a central nervous system (CNS)-specific gene that 
is hypothesized to function in Transforming Growth Factor β signaling. It is part of the 
Corl multigene family that includes mouse and human homologs. dCORL is necessary for 
Ecdysone Receptor isoform B1 (EcR-B1) protein expression in the mushroom body, a 
brain region responsible for learning and memory. Beyond this, dCORL function is 
unknown. As dCORL expression is restricted to the CNS, co-expression experiments were 
performed to identify dCORL-specific neurons. In these experiments, EcR-B1 protein 
expression was compared to dCORL mRNA expression revealing that they are not 
expressed in the same cells. Therefore, EcR-B1 is regulated non-autonomously by dCORL. 
Co-expression analyses were also conducted utilizing dCORL reporters. For example, the 
reporter AH-lacZ was co-stained with two pars intercerebralis (PI) markers: Drifter (Dfr; 
a transcription factor found in the nucleus) and Drosophila insulin-like peptide 2 (dILP2; a 
peptide present in the neurosecretory cells of the pars intercerebralis [PI].) The results 
showed that there was complete AH-lacZ co-expression with dILP2 in third instar larval 
and adult brains. Previous work in our lab on dCORL mutant (Df(4)dCORL) adult 
longevity showed a connection between mating and increased lifespan; mated mutant 
females had doubled lifespans compared to virgins. Given the published relationship 
between insulin and longevity, I hypothesized an association between insulin, dCORL, and 
mating. Df(4)dCORL mutants were used to analyze the effects of dCORL loss-of-function 
on dILP2. There was a reduction in the number of dILP2-expressing cells in mutants 
compared to wild type. In wild type larval and adult PI’s, most dILP2-positive neurons also  
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expressed Dfr. Whereas in adult virgin mutants, all dILP2 neurons were Dfr-positive. Both 
3-day and 15-day old mated females showed increased dILP2 cell numbers compared to 
virgin mutants. In these sets of dILP2 cells only a subset expressed Dfr as in wild type. The 
mutant phenotypes of mated flies showed partial rescue compared to virgins. This led to 
the conclusion there were associations between mating, longevity, and insulin signaling 
through dCORL. Homology between Drosophila and mammalian Corl proteins imply 
these connections may be seen in mammals.
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INTRODUCTION 
The Transforming Growth Factor β Pathway 
Development in multicellular organisms is governed by intracellular signaling. One 
pathway that plays multiple roles in development is Transforming Growth Factor β 
(TGFβ). This pathway functions in both vertebrates and invertebrates, such as Drosophila 
melanogaster. The focus of this thesis is on a signal transducer hypothesized to be specific 
to the TGFβ pathway in Drosophila (Table 1).  
 The main TGFβ pathway is composed of two sub-families: Drosophila Activin 
(dActivin) and Decapentaplegic (Dpp) (see Fig. 1). The focus here is on dActivin ligands, 
receptors, and transducers. A dActivin ligand first binds to the Type II Receptor Punt or 
Wit. This activates the receptor’s kinase function to recruit the Type I receptor, Baboon. 
Punt or Wit then phosphorylates Baboon to yield a fully activated heterodimeric receptor 
complex. The activated Baboon functions as a kinase to phosphorylate the Receptor-Smad 
(R-Smad) protein dSmad2, which then recruits the Co-Smad Medea. The dSmad2/Medea 
complex translocates into the nucleus to act as a transcription factor that expresses target 
genes. The same processes occur in the Dpp pathway with a unique set of signal transducers 
except for Medea. Since both sub-pathways utilize Medea for the transcription factor 
complex, this protein serves a regulatory function for both pathways. This will be discussed 
later. 
 TGFβ signaling is essential in both invertebrate and vertebrate development. 
Phylogenetic analyses have shown that ligands, receptors, and members of the Smad family 
in the TGFβ sub-pathways have highly conserved amino acid sequences across species 
(Newfeld et al. 1999). Sequence conservation between proteins can lead to functional 
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conservation. This has been studied with BMP/Dpp ligands in which mammalian BMP2/4 
rescued fly mutations (Padgett et al. 1993) and the Dpp fly ligand induced bone formation 
in rats (Sampath et al. 1993). Overexpression of human and fly Smad transducers yielded 
similar mutant phenotypes in legs and fly wings (Marquez et al. 2001). The conservation 
between sequence and function provides insights into protein function across species 
(Dupont et al. 2009; Stinchfield et al. 2012). However, sequence homologies do not always 
confer functional homologies. Studies of related genes dSmad2, hSmad2, and hSmad3 
showed that hSmad3 was functionally distinct with its apoptosis activity (Marquez et al. 
2001). Non-conservation was also seen in studies of the fly ubiquitin ligase in which the 
proposed enzyme did not perform the proper function (Wisotzkey et al. 2015). The 
conservation between mammalian and fly amino acid sequences provides insight into 
protein functions, making flies a useful model organism for mammalian studies. However, 
it is important to note that evolutionary divergences may result in non-conservation of 
function, so appropriate functional analyses must be performed. 
 
Members of the Sno/Ski/Dac/Corl Protein Family Function in TGFβ Signaling     
 Previous studies in the Newfeld Lab focused on a protein (dSno; Drosophila Ski-
related novel oncogene) that functioned in both the dActivin and Dpp pathways. At the 
time, little was known about dSno, so the lab studied its well-studied protein relatives. The 
closest relative of Sno is Ski.  
Ski was first characterized in studies of Sloan-Kettering avian retroviruses (Li et al. 
1986). It was shown to express in not only birds but in mammals as well. With 
overexpression of cDNAs, Ski's oncogenic function was activated, and Ski was able to 
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induce muscle formation in chicken embryos (Colmenares et al. 1991). Further analysis 
has shown that Ski is necessary for proper muscle development and central nervous system 
formation in mice (Berk et al. 1997). Ski also has a role in TGFβ signaling. It is a negative 
regulator of TGFβ-mediated phosphorylation of Smad2 that results in prostate cancer (Vo 
et al. 2012). Ski plays an essential role in the development of diverse tissues. 
 Dachshund (Dac) is another protein that shares common peptide domains with Ski, 
making it a part of the Ski family of proteins. Its amino acid sequence and expression 
between mice, humans, and Drosophila is highly conserved (Hammond et al. 1998). 
Specifically, Dac expresses in the limb and eye progenitors in these three species. In flies, 
Dac functions in eye development under the regulation of Dpp (Curtiss and Mlodzik 2000). 
Besides leg and eye development, Dac is necessary for mushroom body (MB) formation 
in the fly central nervous system (Martini et al. 2000). It expresses in the MB nuclei and is 
needed for α lobe projections. Like Ski, Dac plays multiple developmental roles in varying 
tissues.  
 Based on amino acid alignments, a close gene relative of Ski and Dac is Sno. Early 
studies with Sno showed it was part of a large multi-protein complex that repressed 
transcription upon binding of Mad (Nomura et al. 1999). Further analyses have pointed to 
the ability of Sno to act either as a positive or negative transcription regulator depending 
on the cell type (Sarker et al 2005). Sno thus functions as a complex regulator of cellular 
signaling. This complexity is seen again with its dual tumor suppressor and oncogenic 
functions (Jahchan and Luo 2010.) In Drosophila, dSno functions as a novel pathway 
switch shunting the co-Smad Medea towards dActivin-mediated signaling and away from 
Dpp-mediated signaling (Fig. 2; Takaesu et al. 2006). Phylogenetic analyses from Takaesu 
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et al. 2006 show that Sno, Ski, and Dac are part of a larger multi-gene family along with 
the Corl family of proteins. At the time of publication, two mouse Corl proteins (mCorl1 
and mCorl2) and one human Corl protein (hCorl1) were identified. Within this Corl family, 
there was a predicted protein CG11093 that was a Drosophila homolog. Due to its 
relationship with dSno and possibly TGFβ signaling, the Newfeld Lab began to study this 
gene starting with its mammalian homologs. 
 
Mammalian Corl Studies Provide Insight into Drosophila CORL 
 dCORL function and expression are still relatively unknown. To gain insight on its 
regulatory activity and roles in development, we turned to the Corl homologs in mice and 
humans. Corl was first identified in mice as a co-repressor to the homeodomain 
transcription factor Lbx1 (Mizuhara et al. 2005). The gene name was derived from this 
function and stands for "co-repressor for Lbx1." Corl1 was first identified as a co-repressor 
in the dorsal interneurons of the CNS. Co-immunoprecipitation analyses also show a weak 
interaction between Corl1 and Smad 3. This connection with TGFβ signaling is supported 
by the known functions of Dac and Sno and the amino acid homologies of the 
Sno/Ski/Dac/Corl family. Later studies on Corl2 showed that this was also expressed in the 
CNS, specifically in the Purkinje cells (PCs) of the cerebellum (Minaki et al. 2008; Miyata 
et al. 2010). Further studies of Corl2/Skor2 (Sno/Ski family transcriptional co-repressor 2) 
show that Corl is necessary for the differentiation of granule cells in the cerebellum and 
for proper Purkinje cell dendrite growth (Wang et al. 2011). The same authors determined 
that Corl2 associates with the Smad proteins: strongly with Smads 1 and 3 and weakly with 
Smads 2 and 4. Its role in dendrite extension was supported by an analysis of Corl2 function 
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and the differentiation of PCs (Nakatani et al. 2014). Corl2 promotes the differentiation of 
PCs by inhibiting interneuron fate and is necessary to inhibit apoptosis of Purkinje cells. 
Cor1/Skor1 and Corl2/Skor2 play prominent roles in the development of cerebellar neurons 
into dorsal interneurons or Purkinje cells, respectively.  
 Human studies on the Corl/Skor proteins show that they also express within the 
CNS and interact with Smads. Fussel15 (functional Smad suppressing element on 
chromosome 15)/human Corl1/Skor1 inhibits BMP signaling and interacts with Smads 1, 
2, and 3 (Arndt et al. 2007). Within the brain, Fussel15 expresses specifically in the 
cerebellar PCs. Fussel18/hCorl2/Skor2 expresses throughout the CNS in the cerebellum 
and the dorsal neural tube (Arndt et al. 2005). Unlike hCorl1, hCorl2 inhibits TGFβ 
signaling by interacting with Smads 2 and 3. Like the mouse Corl proteins, the human 
Corls are necessary for proper cerebellum and Purkinje cell development. Mutations of 
hCorl1 result in Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS) and Periodic Leg Movements (PLMs) 
during sleep (Kemlink et al. 2009; Moore IV et al. 2014). Both RLS and PLMs are forms 
of ataxias (Orr 2010) that result from mutations of proteins expressed in the cerebellum, 
the movement center of the brain. Besides movement disorders, hCorl1 may play a role in 
sleep quality (Satoh et al. 2014). Studies on sleep quality so far involve Prdm13 that is 
expressed in the dorsomedial hypothalamus where hCorl1 is also expressed. This finding 
further identifies the functions of Corl proteins and provides greater insight into dCORL 
function. Despite these findings, little is understood about hCorl's role in signaling. 
Understanding dCORL function and regulation will provide researchers a simple model to 
study human ataxias and sleep disorders. 
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Drosophila CORL Functions in the Central Nervous System 
CG11093 was later identified and published as dCORL (Fig. 3; borrowed from 
Takaesu et al. 2012.) lacZ-expressing reporter lines were generated to study its regulation 
(for more details on the reporter lines, see Materials and Methods and Fig. 4) With 
expression analyses, dCORL mRNA was found solely in the central nervous system 
(CNS). It was seen in the cerebellum and ventral nerve cord (VNC) of late-stage embryos, 
third instar larvae (L3; Fig. 5A-C; figure panels were borrowed from Takaesu et al. 2012), 
and in the brains of adults (adult VNC were not examined here; Fig. 5D,E; figure panels 
were borrowed from Takaesu et al. 2012). To study the function of this protein, a dCORL-
deficient mutant was generated. Mutant larvae displayed behavioral defects that were 
linked to mushroom body defects, so the adult mutant phenotypes were studied. With a 
deficiency of dCORL, there was a lack of neuronal pruning in the adult mushroom bodies. 
In Drosophila, neuronal remodeling occurs in the late third instar larvae due to the dActivin 
family regulation of Ecdysone Receptor isoform B1 (EcR-B1) expression (Zheng et al. 
2003; Zheng et al. 2006). Therefore, it was concluded that upstream dCORL function is 
necessary for EcR-B1 expression (Takaesu et al. 2012).  
The results reported by these authors led to the hypothesis that dCORL functions 
in the dActivin pathway. The first supporting data for this is the protein homology of Corl 
to Sno/Ski/Dac and the function of these latter proteins in TGFβ signal transduction. 
Secondly, the published biochemical data showed that mCorl1 strongly bound to Smad3. 
The sequence homology between mCorl1 and dCORL suggested functional homology as 
a Smad interactor. Finally, dCORL regulation of a dActivin target gene, EcR-B1, implies 
that dCORL is a signal transducer in the pathway. Beyond the scope of the research shown 
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in the publication, nothing else was known about this novel Smad interactor. This led to 
my project focusing on the enhancer regulation of dCORL and on other functions of this 
gene.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Drosophila Genetics. One of my fly lines used the yeast Gal4 gene as an enhancer 
trap (Brand and Perrimon 1993). It is one part of the Gal4/UAS (Upstream Activation 
Sequence) system in which the Gal4 protein binds to the UAS region to drive expression 
of a specific, nearby gene. Gal4 is randomly inserted into the fly genome and is tested for 
enhancer proximity by driving the expression of a UAS.lacZ or UAS.GFP line. Specific 
Gal4 fly lines are kept and can be used with any UAS lines to drive specific genes in 
specific tissues since enhancers are spatiotemporal-specific regulators. For my research 
goals, I used mushroom body-specific Gal4 lines (Aso et al. 2009) to drive UAS.dCORL 
for over-expression fluorescent in situ experiments. The fluorescent in situ hybridization 
over-expression image used the II, III double fly line 238y.gal4; UAS.Cyt.GFP generated 
in the Newfeld Lab. The stocks used to generate this fly line were w; P[w+; gal4] 238y 
(Papanikolopoulou et al. 2010) and w; P[w+; UAS.cyt.GFP]. The II, III double line was 
crossed to the UAS dCORL line, yw; P[w+; UAS.CG11093] 5B (Takaesu et al. 2012), to 
yield the overexpression phenotype. 
dCORL reporters expressing lacZ were made with HZR transformation vectors. In 
this construct, DNA segments were inserted into the HZR vector with lacZ as a marker 
(Gindhart et al. 1995.) These segments were chosen due to their proximity to dCORL and 
the possibility of containing a dCORL enhancer. The reporter lines I studied were 
generated using the techniques described previously (Takaesu et al. 2002). DNA segments 
that may contain dCORL-specific enhancers were excised using restriction enzymes and 
inserted into the HZR vector. The advantage of this technique is that the location of the 
enhancer can be pinpointed easily. The eleven reporter lines used in these experiments were 
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generated in the Newfeld Lab. They are as follows: yw; P[w+; CG11093.3' lacZ] 2.1.4, 
yw; P[w+; HZR.Int4. CG11093] 2B, yw; P[w+;HZR. Int2.CG11093] 1B, yw; P[w+; HZR. 
5' CG11093] 59.1, w; P[w+; HZR.CG11093. 5' KB]2A, w; P[w+; HZR CG11093.5' BA] 
1A, w; P[w+; HZR CG11093.5' AH] 1A/SM6a, w; P[w+; HZR CG11093.5' AH] 3A/SM6a, 
yw; P[w+;HZR CG11093.5' BB.lacZ] 53.2, w; P[w+; HZR CG11093.5' BgK] 7c, yw; 
P[w+;HZR.CG11093.5' BpK] 111.3, and yw; P[w+; HZR CG11093.5' KH] 74.1.  
yw flies were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center. 
Df(4)dCORL was generated by Norma Takaesu by intrachromosomal recombination that 
deleted the full dCORL locus and three other genes: Glu-RA, CG32016, and sphinx (see 
figure 4 for a detailed diagram). Df(4)dCORL flies used for my experiments are generated 
by taking non CiD males and females from the Df(4)dCORL/CiD stock and crossing them 
together. The resulting progeny (second generation) are 100% homozygous Df(4)dCORL. 
Aging Larvae for Dissection. Crosses are set up and left alone for one day before 
the aging process; stock flies like AH-lacZ do not require this extra day. On the first official 
day of aging, males and females are dumped into vials and set in the 25°C incubator for 4 
hours to lay eggs. After this time, all adults are removed and stored in a separate vial until 
the next egg lay. The vial with eggs is set in the incubator and undisturbed for 120 hours 
as the progeny develop. At this time, all slow-moving third instar larvae crawling on the 
glass are removed and placed in a fresh vial for another 1-2 hours of aging. At this time, 
immobile and pliable larvae that have not yet everted their spiracles are selected for 
dissection. Only female larvae are used in these experiments. 
Aging Adults for Dissection. Males and females are placed into vials for 4-hour 
egg lays at 25°C. After this time, the adults are removed and stored in fresh vials until the 
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next day’s egg lay. All vials with eggs are stored in the incubator for nine days. The pupae 
are examined for developmental progress; if any darkened pupae are visible, the vial is then 
moved to the 18°C incubator (this is only for the virgin adult collections.) Virgins are then 
collected and dissected at 1-day post-eclosion. The adults used in the 3-day and 15-day 
experiments remain in the warm incubator. Each day, flies in the egg lay vials are passed 
into fresh vials for appropriate aging time frames before dissection. All adult females are 
dissected for imaging analyses. 
Fluorescent in situ Hybridization. Techniques I use in this thesis include in situ 
hybridization with alkaline phosphatase (AP) reactions or fluorescent probes (FISH). With 
this staining method, any RNA-of-interest can be detected using probes that bind via base 
pair complementation. These probes are generated with digoxygenin (DIG) protein tags 
that are necessary for primary antibody binding (Tautz and Pfeifle 1989). With AP 
reactions, this antibody is conjugated with an alkaline phosphatase that removes phosphate 
groups. A clear marker conjugated with phosphates is added to the tissue. Only cells with 
the primary antibody will cleave the phosphate to yield a purple dye. In the end, only the 
cells with the target nucleic sequences will appear blue/purple. FISH protocols are similar 
with the addition of tyramide signal amplification (TSA) (van de Corput et al. 1998). The 
secondary antibody is conjugated with a horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme necessary 
for the TSA reaction. Then, Alexa Fluor conjugated tyramide is added to the tissues and a 
fluorescent signal is generated with the enzymatic activity of HRP. FISH is a versatile tool 
that allows for multiple labeling experiments of mRNA with other fluorescently marked 
mRNA or proteins. Tissues were fixed in a 4% formaldehyde/PBS-T solution, rinsed in 
PBS-T, and stored in methanol until staining. The dCORL α-sense probes were obtained 
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from Norma Takaesu initially, then Dr. Aaron Johnson and both were used at 1:100. RNA 
was detected using the Molecular Probes Tyramide Signal Amplification (TSA) kit with 
Alexa Fluor 488 labeled tyramide. Primary antibody used was sheep α-dig 1:400 (Roche). 
Secondary antibody used was donkey α-sheep-HRP 1:1000 (Novex). The TSA reaction ran 
for thirty minutes. For a more detailed protocol, see Appendix A. 
Immunofluorescence. Another technique used in this thesis is labeling via 
immunofluorescence (IF). This method allows for fluorescent tagging of proteins using 
antibodies. A primary antibody generated in a specific host animal is used to bind the 
protein of interest. This antibody may be monoclonal or polyclonal, meaning it may bind 
single or multiple target epitopes on the protein of interest. A secondary antibody is then 
added to the tissue and will bind specifically to a primary antibody based on the host 
animal. This secondary is conjugated to an Alexa Fluor probe with a specific excitation 
wavelength. The two-antibody system is known as indirect labeling and is used in this 
thesis. Direct immunofluorescence is also possible in which the primary antibody is 
conjugated to a fluorescent probe, negating the need for a secondary antibody. The use of 
indirect labeling allows for signal amplification since multiple secondary antibodies with 
their conjugated fluorophores may bind the primary antibody. Conversely, a limited 
number of fluorophores may be conjugated to the primary antibody in a direct system. 
Tissues were fixed in a 4% formaldehyde/PBS-T solution, rinsed in PBS-T, and stored in 
methanol until staining. See Appendix A for a detailed protocol. Primary antibody 
concentrations listed here are in the order of larval CNS then adult brains, unless indicated 
otherwise. Mouse α-EcR-B1 (AD4.4) 1:75 for IF and 1:100 for FISH-IF studies in larval 
tissues (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank). Rabbit α-lacZ 1:1250, 1:2000 and 
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mouse α-Fas2 (1D4) 1:100, and 1:250 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank). Guinea 
pig α-Toy 1:300, 1:500 was obtained from Dr. Walldorf of Universität des Saarlandes. 
Guinea pig α-Dfr 1:500 in adult brains was received from Dr. Sato of Kanazawa University. 
Rat α-dILP2 1:1000 in adult brains was obtained from Dr. Leopold of Université Nice 
Sophia Antipolis. Secondary antibodies used were goat α-mouse, α-rabbit, α-guinea pig, 
α-rat Alexa Fluor 488, 546, and 633 diluted to 1:500 (Molecular Probes). 
Imaging. The tissues were imaged on a Leica SP2 or Leica SP5 confocal 
microscope. Images were acquired every 2 μm (step size 2). Lasers used for excitation were 
Argon (Ar) 488 nm, Krypton (Kr) 546 nm, and Helium/Neon (He/Ne) 633 nm. AH-lacZ 
third instar larval tissues with antibodies against lacZ, Fas2, and Toy were imaged with the 
three lasers at once on an SP2 scope. Tissues stained with fluorescent in situ hybridization 
protocols were imaged using sequential scanning with the Ar and He/Ne lasers at once, 
then the Kr laser for each imaged section. The Elav, Repo, Dfr, and dILP2 figures were 
imaged on a Leica SP5 microscope. All tissues imaged on the SP5 were imaged with 
sequential scanning where the Ar, He/Ne, and Kr lasers excited the fluorophores separately. 
Confocal images are of maximum projections of the full stacks unless indicated otherwise. 
Mini stacks or slices were generated using ImageJ. The boundaries for the mini stacks were 
defined by the first optical section in which red (dILP2) signal was seen in the pars 
intercerebralis (PI) to the final optical section with red. 
 Statistics. The number of Dfr-expressing and dILP2-expressing cells in the adult 
brain PI was counted in Image J. The mini stacks were analyzed one slice at a time with 
one channel turned on for accurate counts. Only brains mounted levelly were considered; 
mounting was determined by complete overlapping of the β and γ mushroom body lobes 
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marked by α-Fas2. Statistical significance between wild type and mutant cell counts was 
determined via Student’s T-Test (two-tailed with equal variance) in Excel. 
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RESULTS 
dCORL Enhancers in Reporter Expression and in situ Expression 
The upstream function of dCORL in EcR-B1 regulation established in Takaesu et 
al. 2012 led to the hypothesis that both genes expressed in the same cells. I performed FISH 
and IF double-labeling experiments to compare dCORL mRNA to EcR-B1 protein 
expression. The Newfeld Lab had never performed FISH-IF in third instar CNS, so the first 
set of experiments used an overexpression dCORL line as a positive control to test the 
quality of our probe (Fig. 6A). This was accomplished with a mushroom body 238y.Gal4 
driving the expression of UAS.GFP (for an expression control) and UAS.dCORL. The 
resulting dCORL mRNA pattern showed high signal in the mushroom body and in 
scattered nuclei surrounding this region. This scattering was contained more in the medial 
brain and extended toward the posterior brain. Few positive nuclei were seen in the 
posterolateral brain regions. Within the cord, dCORL transcripts were seen mainly in the 
lateral cells and posterior-most cells. Few medial dCORL-positive neurons were visible in 
the cord as well.  
Given the success with dCORL overexpression, I labeled endogenous dCORL 
mRNA. Wild-type (wt) larval CNS were stained with the same protocol and yielded an 
unexpected expression pattern in which dCORL was found in the regions surrounding the 
MB, near the subesophageal region, and in few lateral cells of the VNC (Fig. 6B). A 
magnified image of the two MB’s further highlighted the geography of dCORL mRNA 
and the lack of co-expression with EcR-B1 in the mushroom body (Fig. 6B’).  
Besides trying to understand the downstream function of dCORL, we also studied 
its upstream regulation. This was accomplished by using reporter lines generated 
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previously in the lab (see the maps in Fig. 4A,B). We first aimed to identify intergenic 
reporters with Toy-specific enhancers. The four non-intergenic reporters were not studied 
since prior experiments showed no distinct expression patterns (data not shown). KB-lacZ 
was also not shown here due to its limited expression pattern (data not shown). Triple-
labelling experiments in third instar larval reporter brains were performed with Fasciclin 2 
(Fas2) and Toy. Fas2 was used as a morphological marker since it marks neuropils 
throughout the CNS in defined axon tracts. Toy is a transcription factor that is expressed 
in nuclei of the central brain, outer optic anlagen, and medulla. BA-lacZ had the most 
restricted expression in the anteromedial brain with few cells seen along neuropils in the 
right hemisphere (Fig. 7A). BB-lacZ expressed midway between the anteroposterior axis 
of the brain hemispheres and extended laterally from the medial brain to the optic lobes 
(Fig. 7B). BpK-lacZ was found strictly in the anteromedial brain in few cells, similarly to 
BA-lacZ (Fig. 7C). BgK-lacZ was seen more widely in the brain hemispheres from the 
supraesophageal region to the anterior-most brain (Fig. 7D). KH-lacZ positive cells 
expressed linearly in the anterior-posterior axis with few cells in the anterior brain (Fig. 
7E). AH-lacZ was seen surrounding a similar region, but with expression more restricted 
to the anterior halves of the brain (Fig. 7F). We noticed two dense lacZ clusters at the 
anteromedial central brain that we explored in later experiments. In all six reporters, no co-
expression was seen with Toy so none of these reporters contained Toy enhancers. 
 Based on the intergenic reporter map, several reporters were subsets of others. BA-
lacZ, BB-lacZ, and BgK-lacZ were all components of BpK-lacZ, however, the expression 
of the largest reporter in this set was more restricted than what was expected based on the 
other three expression patterns. It was possible there were embedded silencers in the 
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dCORL reporter lines along with enhancers. Likewise, KH-lacZ encompassed AH-lacZ, 
but the anterior clusters of lacZ seen in the latter reporter were not seen in the former.  
I repeated the triple-labeling experiment in adult brains but focused on AH-lacZ 
due to its robust expression. Fas2 was used as a marker for mounting purposes. In adults, 
Fas2 marks the α, β, and γ lobes of the MB. When the brains were mounted with the anterior 
facing the coverslip, the β lobe was completely overlapped by the γ lobe. Toy was seen 
mostly in the medulla with expression extending into the central brain in specific regions. 
AH-lacZ was seen most distinctly in the dorsomedial central brain with a few cells in the 
ventral region near Toy and in select cells on the central brain/optic lobe margin (Fig. 8A). 
Magnified images of the lacZ cluster showed no Toy expression in the same nuclei (Fig. 
8A’). This was further confirmed with the three single-channel panels. In larvae and adults, 
AH-lacZ did not contain enhancers for Toy. 
To ensure that the lack of co-localization between our reporters and Toy was true, 
we characterized the lacZ expression as either neuron- or glia-specific. We knew Toy 
expressed solely in neurons, so if our reporters expressed in glia, there was no possibility 
for co-expression. For these analyses, I used the AH-lacZ reporter line due to its extensive 
expression in the brain and VNC. Third instar larval CNS were stained for lacZ against 
either embryonic lethal abnormal vision (Elav; an RNA-binding protein expressed in the 
nuclei of mature neurons) or reversed polarity (Repo; a DNA-binding protein and 
transcription factor expressed in the nuclei of mature glial cells; Fig. 9A,B). Co-expression 
was seen between Elav and lacZ throughout the CNS, but most notably in the anteromedial 
brain and lateral cord. The left inset showed a two-channel image with both proteins and 
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the right panel shows only Elav (Fig. 9A). The white arrowhead pointed to the same neural 
nucleus to emphasize co-expression. 
The same experiment was done in AH-lacZ adults to test for any changes in gene 
regulation due to development. The protein color schemes followed the larval data, with 
the addition of controls in blue. Elav co-expressed with AH-lacZ in the anteromedial 
central brain (Fig. 9C); a single slice better showed neurons expressing both lacZ and Elav 
(Fig. 9C’). AH-lacZ in adults was not glial-specific (Fig. 9B), as seen by the distinct red 
and green nuclei in the stack and the slice (Fig. 9D,D’). 
Following these basic classification experiments, I then aimed to identify the 
neurons that expressed our reporters. This was accomplished with multiple-labeling 
experiments. I tested for co-expression between the reporter and the proteins with well-
known expression patterns. Table 2 lists the eleven antibodies I tested against lacZ 
expression; none of these antibodies co-expressed with lacZ. I noticed that AH-lacZ was 
found in distinct clusters in both larvae and adults, so I explored this region of the brain. 
  
AH-lacZ Expresses in the Larval and Adult pars intercerebralis 
 In both third instar larval CNS and adult brains, distinct lacZ clusters can be seen 
in the anterior or dorsal brain, respectively. In discussions with Dr. Xin Li, from University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, about Toy expression in adults (Li et al. 2013), she 
mentioned Drifter (Dfr; also known as “ventral veins lacking” in FlyBase) expression in 
this region. Dfr is a transcription factor that plays a role in specifying cell fates. I labeled 
both third instar CNSs and adult brains for AH-lacZ, Dfr, and Fas2 (α-Fas2 was used in 
adults only, Fig. 10A-B’). In larvae, scattered neural nuclei were yellow throughout this 
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region; white arrowheads pointed to co-expression. Only the anterior subset of nuclei was 
yellow in adults with lacZ-only expression seen ventral to this region.  
Examination of the literature allowed us to identify this region as the pars 
intercerebralis (PI), a neurosecretory region of the central brain. Within this region are the 
insulin producing cells (IPCs) that secrete Drosophila insulin-like peptides (dILPs). We 
obtained the antibody to dILP2 and performed co-expression analyses with AH-lacZ in 
both developmental stages. There was complete expression of lacZ in the IPCs marked by 
α-dILP2 in larvae and adults (Fig. 10C-D’). Since dILP2 is a secreted protein, it was 
isolated to the cytoplasm and is visible as a red ring. Therefore, co-expression was defined 
by a green nucleus surrounded by red. As seen with the Dfr data, a subset of lacZ-
expressing nuclei was seen ventral to the IPCs.  
 
dCORL Mutant PI have Reduced Numbers of dILP2 Cells that are Partially Rescued 
by Mating 
 To study the potential connection between dCORL and insulin, I compared wt 
expression data to mutant Df(4)dCORL data. I first stained larval CNSs with Dfr, Fas2, 
and dILP2, and studied each optical section closely using a confocal microscope. At a 20X 
magnification, there was a noticeable reduction in the number of dILP2-positive neurons 
in comparisons of wild-type and dCORL mutant tissues (Fig. 11A,D). In addition to 
differences in cell number, there was a difference in the extent of co-expression. A 40X 
magnified view of IPCs in one wt brain hemisphere showed that approximately half of the 
red cells were also green (Fig. 11B). This was better seen as a single slice (Fig. 11C). The 
few dILP2 cells in mutants showed complete co-expression in the stack and slice views 
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(Fig. 11E,F). It seemed that only dILP2 expression was affected by loss of dCORL and 
that Dfr expression was relatively unchanged. 
 The same experiment was performed in 1-day post-eclosion virgin females.  Wild-
type was again compared to mutant phenotypes. Fewer cells in the PI were positively-
labeled in the Df(4)dCORL brain and there was a concavity in the dorsal topography of 
mutants when compared to wild-type (Fig. 12A,D). In the stacked images, only cells lining 
the dorsal edge of the brain were red and green (Fig. 12B). The ventral-most subset of IPCs 
was red alone with green speckling. The green was most likely an artifact of staining and 
not specifically Dfr. The three separate slices supported the observation from the stacked 
data (Fig. 12C). The stacked Df(4) images showed a V-shaped expression pattern and the 
complete co-expression of both Dfr and dILP2 that was better seen in the slices (Fig. 
12E,F). It was possible dCORL was necessary to maintain dILP2 expression in IPCs that 
did not also express Dfr. Counts for cells expressing these proteins were obtained and there 
was a 33% reduction in the number of dILP2-positive cells in mutants (n=8) compared to 
wt (n=6; Table 3). 
 Longevity experiments by a colleague showed that mated Df(4)dCORL females 
lived twice as long as virgin mutant females (Table 4). This was a significant increase in 
lifespan when comparing the virgin and mated wild-type (yellow white, yw) with a 29% 
increase. When looking at their male counterparts, there was an observable increase of 76% 
for the mutant flies and 15% for the yw flies. Based on this finding, I then analyzed the 
effects of mating on expression in adult females. The experimental protocol used was the 
same as the one for virgin analysis with the inclusion of mating prior to dissection. In the 
whole brain view, the dorsal concavity was less pronounced starting at 3-days post-
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eclosion. The brain topology remained the same at 15-days post-eclosion, showing a rescue 
in brain morphology within 3 days (Fig. 13A,D).  There was also an appreciable increase 
of dILP2 expression in the PI. In the stacked 3-day image, a few ventral IPCs did not 
express Dfr which showed a rescue of this subset of dILP2-positive cells seen in the virgin 
mutant data (Fig. 13B). The co-expression in more ventral nuclei was better seen in slices 
37 and 39 (Fig. 13C).  At 15 days, the characteristic triangle-shaped dILP2 expression was 
seen with Dfr again restricted to the dorsal cells (Fig. 13E). Based on the select slices 
shown, most cells in the medial IPCs more strongly expressed Drifter, whereas the lateral 
cells showed lower green signal (Fig. 13F). Quantifying the dILP2 positive cells in the 
different ages showed a 15.5% increase in the 3-day adult compared to mutant virgins, and, 
paradoxically, an 8.51% increase in the 15-day adults compared to virgins (Table 3). The 
reason for this disparity in cell numbers is unknown. These values were not statistically 
significant, but these counts supported the data from the images. This was promising data 
that dCORL could be linked to longevity via insulin signaling. 
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DISCUSSION 
 The larval and adult reporter data revealed no co-localization between the reporters 
and Toy expression. This suggested Toy-specific enhancers were not found in the 
intergenic region but may be downstream of the Toy locus instead. For more conclusive 
data, the six other intergenic reporters must be analyzed in adults to confirm the lack of 
Toy enhancers. I attempted to repeat these experiments with FISH to visualize dCORL 
mRNA and compare its expression to lacZ protein, but I could not obtain accurate protein 
data. The FISH protocols did not work as expected and they prevented optimized double-
labeling of mRNA and lacZ protein. Without appropriate dCORL expression markers, 
identification of reporters containing enhancers for this gene have not been identified. I am 
currently generating a fly line that creates a GFP-containing artificial exon within the 
dCORL locus. This technique is a part of Dr. Hugo Bellen’s Genome Disruption Project 
that relies on Minos mediated integration cassette (MiMIC; Venken et al. 2011). These 
cassettes can then undergo a Recombination-Mediated Cassette Exchange (RMCE) to flip 
in the GFP exon (Nagarkar-Jaiswal et al. 2015a,b). Once a GFP dCORL reporter is made, 
the Toy and reporter experiments will be repeated to identify dCORL-specific reporters. 
Other future experiments to perform will look more closely at the enhancers and silencers 
found within our reporter DNA segments. We would employ techniques that further dissect 
the reporter segments to identify regulatory region locations. This will provide further 
insight to dCORL regulation. 
 Due to the lack of co-expression between dCORL transcripts and EcR-B1 protein, 
we concluded dCORL non-autonomously regulated EcR-B1. This is an interesting aspect 
of dCORL function. Our co-localization data with AH-lacZ and dILP2 revealed a potential 
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connection with Drosophila CORL to insulin signaling. Coupled with previously published 
data on ftz-f1 regulation of EcR-B1 (Boulanger et al. 2011), it is possible the regulatory 
mechanism involves these two components. ftz-f1 is necessary for mushroom body γ lobe 
pruning. We can obtain a dILP2 mutant and stain the MB lobes with Fas2 to analyze any 
possible defects in axon growth. Based on Boulanger et al., a loss of ftz-f1 results in a 
condensed γ lobe axon bundle whereas the axons are more widespread in wild-type brains. 
If we see a similar pruning phenotype in the insulin mutant, we can form a stronger 
connection between ftz-f1 and insulin. At present, no literature on their relationship has 
been published. 
 The co-localization between the AH-lacZ reporter and Drifter is another intriguing 
aspect to analyze. Dfr is a POU domain transcription factor that is necessary for cell 
migration and cell determination. Dfr has been shown to regulate many cell types such as 
midline glia (Anderson et al. 1995), tracheal cell branching (Llimargas and Casanova 
1997), and medulla neuroblasts (Hasegawa et al. 2011, Li et al. 2013). The diversity of 
regulation could mean that Dfr is necessary for insulin producing cell differentiation early 
in development since we saw visible effects in third instar larval brains.  If Dfr regulation 
is cell autonomous, this would explain why no dILP2 positive cells lacking Dfr expression 
were seen in the dCORL mutant virgin adult IPCs (Fig. 12E,F). However, this would imply 
that dCORL may play a redundant role in differentiation. To further study a possible 
interaction between Drifter and dCORL, we would perform a reciprocal cross in which 
mutant Dfr brains are labeled with dCORL mRNA. This may point to another potential 
function of Drosophila CORL. 
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 The co-expression data between dCORL and dILP2 is an exciting finding that may 
tie this gene to insulin. dILP2 is one of eight total Drosophila insulin-like peptides. dILPs 
1, 2, 3, and 5 express in the larval brain (Rulifson et al. 2002) whereas only dILPs 2, 3, and 
5 express in the adult central brain (Grönke et al. 2010). dILP2 has the most robust 
expression in the IPCs, but the other ILPs in the brain should be studied to gauge any 
compensatory mechanisms working in dCORL mutants. For this, we would repeat the 
experiments with wt and dCORL mutants, but instead study the other three dILPs and 
quantify their expression. This is important since there is evidence of insulin-dependent 
insulin signaling between the different dILPs (Géminard et al. 2009).  
The eight dILPs are ligands for one common receptor, Drosophila insulin-like 
receptor (dInR). Early studies of the receptor showed that it regulated body size by 
controlling cell size growth and cell number (Brogiolo et al. 2001). These authors also 
showed that overexpression of dILP2 increased body size, ommatidia number in the eyes, 
and wing size. Further studies on dInR mutants resulted in dwarfed flies, which 
corroborated the receptor’s role in body size regulation (Tatar et al. 2001). Interesting, 
these stunted flies also lived longer than their wild-type counterparts. This relationship 
prompts further studies of receptor expression post-mating. It is possible dInR expression 
is down-regulated, resulting in increased lifespan for both female and male Drosophila. 
More broadly, the connection between TGFβ and insulin will be studied next in the 
dCORL project. Because EcR-B1 is a target of Myoglianin (myo) signaling (Awasaki et 
al. 2011) and it is regulated by dCORL, we hypothesized dCORL functioned in dActivin 
signaling (Takaesu et al. 2012). Published studies on another dActivin family signaling 
protein, Dawdle, show a connection to TGFβ and insulin (Ghosh and O’Connor 2014). 
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This lends support to our hypothesis that dCORL could function in both pathways. 
Experiments using mutant lines for receptors and transducers in dActivin signaling will 
allow us to better identify the point in the pathway that insulin functions. Each respective 
mutant line will be analyzed for dILP2 expression and for any changes in insulin 
expression.  
 The connection between insulin, longevity, and mating has not been reported 
before. Nutrition studies in Drosophila have shown a connection between mating, dietary 
preference, and longevity, but no mechanisms involving insulin have been studied 
(Bowman and Tatar 2016). Studies of insulin and longevity show that complete ablation 
of IPCs increases fly lifespan (Broughton et al. 2008). This was further supported by a 
publication showing overexpression of dILP6 from the fat body represses dILP2 and 
increases longevity (Okamoto et al. 2015). We see a non-significant increase in the number 
of IPCs of mated flies compared to virgins, but it is possible the level of dILP2 expression 
in each cell is reduced, which would match the increase in longevity seen in these earlier 
studies. Similar increases in longevity have been seen in mice with fat-specific insulin 
receptor knockout (Blüher et al. 2003) and with reduced insulin receptor substrate–2 (Irs2) 
signaling (Taguchi et al. 2007). The phenotypic similarity across species makes Drosophila 
a robust model for insulin and longevity experiments. Elucidating the complex mechanism 
tying insulin, lifespan, and mating is the next logical step in connecting the relationships 
established in previous publications. 
 Overall, our preliminary analysis of dCORL expression and function has yielded 
fascinating results. The possibilities of dActivin, insulin, and ftz-f1 signaling interactions 
warrant more detailed analyses. We hope to dissect EcR-B1 regulation and TGFβ-insulin 
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crosstalk in future experiments to better understand dCORL function. More excitingly, the 
association between longevity, mating, and insulin in our data provides a possible 
connection through dCORL. Given the homology between fly and mammalian Corl 
proteins, insulin proteins, and TGFβ signaling, we hope our results in Drosophila can be 
applied to the mammalian counterparts. Currently, no papers on the mCorl proteins in the 
context of insulin signaling have been published. Ideally, results in this mammalian model 
will provide researchers with a better understanding of human aging.  
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Table 1: Drosophila Transducers in the dActivin and Dpp Pathways 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TGFβ pathway (Drosophila melanogaster) 
Protein Class dActivin Dpp 
Ligand Drosophila Activin  
(dActivin) 
Decapentaplegic  
(Dpp) 
Type II receptor Punt or Wishful  
Thinking (Wit) 
Punt 
Type I receptor Baboon (Bab) Saxophone (Sax) 
and Thickveins (Tkv) 
R-Smad dSmad2 Mothers Against  
Dpp (Mad) 
Co-Smad Medea Medea 
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Table 2: Eleven Proteins that do not Co-express with dCORL Reporters in the 
Third Instar CNS
Antibody 
Source 
(concentration 
& host animal) 
Co-stained 
reporters 
Co-stained 
antibodies 
(concentration 
& animal) 
Representative 
citation - antibody 
expression 
Engrailed (En) 
4D9 DSHB 
(1:250 M) AH, BA 
lacZ  
(1:1000 Rab) Siegler & Jia (1999) 
Even-skipped 
(Eve) 
John Reinitz 
(1:200 GP) full set (11) 
Fas2 (1:75 M) 
lacZ (1:1000 
Rab) Frasch et al. (1987) 
Twin of eyeless 
(Toy) 
Uwe Walldorf 
(1:500 GP) full set 
Fa2 (1:75 M)  
lacZ (1:1000 
Rab) 
Furukubo-Tokunaga 
et al. (2009) 
Bursicon (Burs) 
Ben White 
(1:2000 Rab) full set 
Fas2 (1:75 M) 
lacZ (1:1500 
Rat) 
Peabody et al. 
(2008) 
Crustacean 
cardioactive 
peptide (Ccap) 
Abnova; Taiwan 
(1:1000 Rab) 
intergenic 
set (7) 
Fas2 (1:75 M) 
lacZ (1:1500 
Rat) Dulcis et al. (2005) 
Dimmed (Dimm) 
Paul Tagert 
(1:1000 GP) 
intergenic 
set 
Fas2 (1:75 M) 
lacZ (1:1000 
Rab) Park et al. (2008) 
Trio 
9.4A DSHB 
(1:300 M) 
intergenic 
set 
lacZ  
(1:1000 Rab) 
Awasaki et al. 
(2000) 
Dachshund (Dac) 
1-1 DSHB  
(1:750 M) 
intergenic 
set 
lacZ  
(1:1000 Rab) 
Hasegawa et al. 
(2011) 
Tailless (Tll) 
John Reinitz 
(1:750 Rab) KH, AH 
EcR-B1 (1:50 
M) lacZ (1:1500 
Rat) Kurusu et al. (2009) 
Ecdysone 
Receptor B1 
(EcR-B1) 
AD4.4 DSHB 
(1:50 M) 
intergenic 
set 
lacZ (1:1500 
Rab) 
Awasaki et al. 
(2011) 
Fasciclin 2 (Fas2) 
1D4 DSHB  
(1:75 M) full set See above 
Landgraf et al. 
(2003) 
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Table 3: Dilp2-Positive Cells in Adults are Partially Rescued by Mating. 
Genotype, Virgin/mated,  
Age in days post-eclosion 
n= Dilp2 cell 
counts 
P-values  
vs AH,  
virgin 
P-values  
vs. Df(4),  
virgin 
P-values  
vs Df(4),  
3 day 
P-values  
vs Df(4),  
15 days 
AH, Virgin 6 16.7±1.8     
Df(4), Virgin, 1 day 8 11.8±4.3 0.075    
Df(4), Mated, 3 days 7 13.6±4.0 0.248 0.445   
Df(4), Mated, 15 days 8 12.8±2.8 0.083 0.611 0.673  
       
  Dfr cell  
counts 
    
AH, Virgin 6 9.8±1.07     
Df(4), Virgin, 1 day 8 8.9±5.1 0.702    
Df(4), Mated, 3 days 7 10.3±6.3 0.883 0.663   
Df(4), Mated, 15 days 8 8.4±3.5 0.439 0.832 0.262  
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Table 4: dCORL Mutant Adult Virgin Longevity Defects are Fully Rescued by 
Mating in Both Sexes 
 
Genotype   Lifespan     P-value        Genotype    Lifespan     Change    P-value 
Df(4) virgin female 12.0+/-11.4  Df(4) mated female     24.9+/-17.4   +108%a      0.016a 
yw virgin   27.3+/-11.7   2.25x10-6 yw mated           35.1+/-14.3   +  29%  0.383 
CG2017 virgin   36.4+/-13.2   1.66x10-6 CG2017 mated  24.8+/-21.1    -  32%  0.999 
PBf06253 virgin   27.0+/-18.9   0.032 PBf06253 mated  25.5+/-17.3    -  06%  0.992 
         vs. Df(4)                         vs. Df(4) 
 
Df(4) virgin male  21.0+/-15.6  Df(4) mated male      36.9+/-  5.0    + 76%b 6.61x10-6b  
yw virgin  25.6+/-16.0    0.058 yw mated          29.4+/-15.0    + 15% 1.96x10-4 
CG2017 virgin  34.8+/-  9.4    0.001 CG2017 mated     25.7+/-15.7    -  26%  0.006 
PBf06253 virgin  26.2+/-22.2    0.053 PBf06253 mated      30.4+/-15.3    + 16%  0.001 
                        vs. Df(4)    vs. Df(4) 
 
a P-value of Df(4) mated female vs Df(4) virgin female (0.016) 
b P-value of Df(4) mated male vs Df(4) virgin male (6.61x10-6) 
 
This data was collected and statistically analyzed by Sam Goldsmith. The table was 
arranged by Dr. Stuart Newfeld. 
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Figure 1: TGFβ Signaling with dActivin and Dpp Subfamilies. dActivin family of 
proteins are on the left side of the cell and Dpp family of proteins are on the right. The 
respective ligands bind to the Type II receptor to activate it and recruit a Type I receptor. 
The fully activated receptor complex then phosphorylates R-Smads (dSmad2 and Mad) 
which then activates and recruits the shared Co-Smad Medea. Finally, the R-Smad/Co-
Smad complex translocates into the nucleus to function as a transcription factor. From here, 
the target gene is transcribed. Red arrows show the directionality of ligand and transducer 
movement in the signaling pathways. Green arrows denote target gene transcription and 
the yellow squares with "P" show phosphorylation. The cell is defined by the solid blue 
line and the nucleus is the dotted light blue line. All transducers shown here are Drosophila-
specific. 
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Figure 2: TGFβ Signaling with dSno Acting as a Pathway Switch. dSno forms a 
complex with Medea reducing its affinity for Mad and increasing its affinity for dSmad2. 
Therefore, dSno acts as a pathway switch from Dpp to dActivin signaling (Takaesu et al. 
2006). The red "X" through the red arrow shows an inhibition of Medea translocating to 
Mad in the cytoplasm. The "X" on Medea shows that the complex has not formed, so 
phosphorylated Mad is sequestered outside the nucleus. The final "X" on the Mad/Medea 
complex in the nucleus shows the inhibition of transcription factor activity. The cell is 
shown as a solid blue line and the nucleus is represented by the dotted blue line. 
 
 
dSNO 
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Figure 3: dCORL Belongs to the Sno/Ski/Dac/Corl Family of Proteins. This 
phylogenetic tree shows dCORL in red. The Corl family is shown in the bottom of the tree, 
the Sno/Ski family is in the center, and the Dac/Dach/Daf family is shown at the top of the 
tree. The most notable protein relative of dCORL is dSnoN based on past Newfeld research 
in Takaesu et al. 2006. Branches are drawn to scale. The values at the nodes denote 
statistical bootstrap values and the scale bar shows the number of amino acid substitutions 
between sequences. Accession numbers: HsCORL1 NP_1026977; MmCORL1 
NP_766034; HsCORL2 Q2VWA4; MmCORL2 A7M7C7; DmCORL (in red; JX 126878); 
SpSki XP_1185880; HsSki NP_3027; MmSki NP_35515; MmSnoN Q60665; HsSnoN 
CAA33289; DmSnoN NP_1097115; Cedaf-5 NP_496941; Cedac-1 NP_1021129; 
DmDach NP_723971; HsDACH1 NP_542937; MmDACH1 NP_31852; HsDACH2 
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NP_444511; MmDACH2 NP_291083. Hs = human; Mm = mouse; Dm = fruit fly; Ce = 
worm. This image is borrowed from Takaesu 2012 Fig. S1. 
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Figure 4: A Map of the Eleven Reporter Lines in Relation to dCORL. (A) dCORL is 
on the fourth chromosome from 936,500 bp to 996,500 bp. The directionality of the 
dCORL transcript is shown by the poly-A tail. Boxes indicate exons where red boxes 
denote protein-coding exons. The V-shaped lines represent spliced introns. Four of the 
eleven reporters are notated immediately below the gene map: 3'-lacZ, Int4-lacZ, Int2-lacZ, 
and 5'59.1-lacZ. The green line at the intergenic region between dCORL and twin of 
eyeless (Toy) shows the location of the remaining seven reporters. The full map shows the 
Df(4)dCORL (mutant) construct. Glu-RA, CG32016, and sphinx are the three other genes 
deleted from the genome along with dCORL. PB-f07015 and PB-f06253 are FRT-
containing insertion sites used to generate Df(4)dCORL. PB-e02096 is another insertion 
used to disrupt the CG32016 transcript. (B) This is a larger map of the intergenic green 
region shown in A. This region is from 970,500 bp to 990,500 bp. dCORL is on the left of 
the panel and expresses to the left of the figure and Toy is on the right of the panel and 
expresses to the right of the figure. The remaining seven reporters also express lacZ 
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although it is not explicitly labeled. Restriction enzyme sites used to cleave DNA segments 
that were inserted into the HZR vector for the reporter lines are included in both maps.
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Figure 5: dCORL Expression in Embryonic and Larval CNS. dCORL transcripts are 
labeled using alkaline phosphatase in situ and are visible as purple cells in all tissues. (A-
C) Stage 16 embryos in dorsal (A), lateral (B), and ventral view (C). Anterior to the left. 
(D-E) Third instar larval CNS seen in the dorsal view with the anterior brain towards the 
top of the page. dCORL mRNA expression is restricted to the CNS in both 
developmental stages. Images are borrowed from Takaesu 2012 Fig. 2 for embryos and 
Fig. 3 for larvae. The original images are found in a different configuration and are re-
organized for this thesis. 
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Figure 6: dCORL mRNA does not Co-express with EcR-B1 in Larvae. dCORL mRNA 
is shown in green and EcR-B1 protein is labeled with a red fluorophore. (A) A positive 
control for FISH with dCORL transcripts and EcR-B1 proteins. EcR-B1 expression serves 
as a control for the location of mushroom body (MB) neurons. 238y.gal4 is an MB-specific 
line. dCORL transcripts in this overexpression background are seen in and around the MB 
and in neurons of the lateral VC. (B) Wild-type (wt) third instar larval CNS stained with 
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) for dCORL and immunofluorescence (IF) for EcR-
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B1. dCORL transcripts are isolated to the region surrounding the MB but are not found 
within these neurons. Few dCORL positive neurons are seen in the lateral ventral nerve 
cord (VNC). (B’) 40X image of the wt brain with the MB in focus.  Images captured by 
Nancy Tran and the figure was arranged by Nancy Tran.
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Figure 7: The Intergenic dCORL Reporters Express Variably in Third Instar Larval 
Brains. Tissues are triple-labeled for lacZ (green), Fas2 (blue), and Toy (red). Fas2 
expression is used as a morphological marker; it expresses widely through the CNS as a 
neuropil marker. These brains are oriented in dorsal view with anterior up at 20X 
magnification. Toy expresses in the MB, optic lobe, and medulla. Refer to the map in Fig. 
4B for the relative locations of each reporter. (A) BA-lacZ is restricted to the anterior 
central brain in a few cells. Two more cells are seen along the laterally-extending neuropil 
in the right hemisphere. (B) BB-lacZ has a more extensive expression near the Fas2-
positive tracts from the medial brain leading to the optic lobes. (C) BpK-lacZ is visible in 
the anterior brain with potential cells medial to the optic lobe in the right hemisphere. (D) 
BgK-lacZ is found in neurons throughout the central brain with the largest clusters in the 
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supraesophageal region. (E) KH-lacZ expresses more linearly along the anterior-posterior 
axis with some cells along the anteromedial brain. (F) AH-lacZ is more restricted to the 
central brain anterior to the esophageal foramen and seems to be surrounding the 
mushroom body. None of these six intergenic reporters co-express with Toy. Images 
captured by Nancy Tran and the figure was arranged by Nancy Tran.
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Figure 8: AH-lacZ and Toy do not Co-express in Adult Brains. The AH adult brain 
shown here is triple-labeled with lacZ (green), Fas2 (blue), and Toy (red). Brains are in 
anterior view with dorsal up. (A) A full adult brain shown as a 20X stack. (A’) 40X images 
of the same brain focusing on the pars intercerebralis (PI) of the dorsomedial central brain. 
An arbitrary border around the PI has been drawn and separate channels are shown to 
illustrate the lack of co-expression between AH-lacZ and Toy. Images were captured by 
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Nancy Tran, the panels were courtesy of Dr. Stuart Newfeld, and the figure was arranged 
by Nancy Tran. 
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Figure 9: AH-lacZ Expression is Neuron-Specific. Tissues are shown with AH-lacZ in 
green and either Elav, a neuron-specific marker, or Repo, a glia-specific marker, in red. 
(A-B) Larval CNS in dorsal view with anterior up at 20x magnification. (A) Elav expresses 
widely through the brain and more in the lateral cord with restricted, defined expression in 
the lateral and medial cord. AH-lacZ expression is seen in the central brain and the lateral 
and posterior VNC. The inset shows a sample neuron that expresses both lacZ and Elav 
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(white arrowheads.) (B) Repo expresses more sparsely throughout the CNS. Red and green 
signals are distinct with no co-expression. (C-D’) The adult brains are labeled similarly to 
the larval tissue with the addition of Fas2 or Toy as controls in blue. Adult brains are shown 
as 40X stacks or slices in anterior view with dorsal up focusing on the PI region of the 
dorsomedial central brain. (C) Elav expresses in the dorsal-most neurons with expression 
extending ventrally down the brain midline. AH-lacZ expresses solely in the dorsomedial 
neurons. All lacZ expressing cells in this stack also express Elav. (C’) A slice selected from 
the stack of images used to generate C. This panel better illustrates the co-expression. (D) 
A stacked image showing Repo expression along the dorsal brain continuing partially down 
the midline. There are no yellow cells, which can better be seen in the single slice (D’).  
Images were captured by Nancy Tran, the panels were courtesy of Dr. Stuart Newfeld, and 
the figure was arranged by Nancy Tran. 
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Figure 10: AH-lacZ Expresses in Most of the Same Neurons as Dfr and dILP2 in 
Larvae and Adults. All panels show 40X stacks or slices of AH reporter tissues stained 
with lacZ in green and either Dfr (A-B’) or dILP2 (C-D’) in red. (A, A’, C, C’) Third instar 
brains in dorsal view with anterior up. (B, B’, D, D’) Adult brains in anterior view with 
dorsal up. In addition to the red and green markers, adults were marked with Fas2 in blue 
as a control. Both Dfr and lacZ are nuclear proteins and co-express in most cells of both 
larval and adult tissues. (A, A’) The white arrowheads highlight yellow cells where both 
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Dfr and lacZ express. (B, B’) In adults, a subset of ventral lacZ-expressing cells does not 
show Dfr. dILP2 is a secreted protein and expresses in the cytoplasm, therefore co-
expression with lacZ is seen as a green nucleus fully surrounded by red. (C, C’) In larvae, 
the anterior-most lacZ-expressing neurons also express dILP2. A single, unidentified 
neuron expressing red and green can also be seen at the bottom of panel C. (D, D’) The 
adult dILP2 panels show similar co-expression patterns as seen in larvae where the dorsal-
most cells are yellow with strictly green cells seen ventral to this region. Slices, denoted as 
“prime” panels were included to better show the co-expression of red and green in each 
developmental stage. Images were captured by Nancy Tran, the panels were courtesy of 
Dr. Stuart Newfeld, and the figure was arranged by Nancy Tran. 
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Figure 11: Wt Larvae Dfr and dILP2 Expression Compared to Df(4)dCORL. All third 
instar larval (L3) CNSs are labeled for Dfr (green), Fas2 (blue), and dILP2 (red). Images 
are oriented in a dorsal view with anterior up. (A-C) Wild-type (wt) brain and anterior cord. 
(A) 20X stacked image of the full larval brain and part of the ventral cord. dILP2 expression 
is isolated to the insulin producing cells (IPCs) of the PI. Dfr expresses in the PI and in the 
optic lobe. (B) 40X stacked image of the same L3 brain focusing on the left PI region of 
A. The smaller panels are magnified images of the dILP2 and Dfr-positive neurons with 
both channels shown, then with both channels separated. (C) A single slice of the image 
shown in B. These panels are organized identically to B and show a small subset of cells 
expressing both dILP2 and Dfr. Few red cells also stained green. (D-F) Mutant brain and 
anterior cord. (D) 20X stacked image of the complete larval brain and part of the cord. Note 
the reduction in CNS size and the reduced number of dILP2-positive cells. Both proteins 
express in the same regions as in the wt tissue. (E) 40X stacked image of the left PI from 
D. All dILP2 neurons express Dfr. There is a distinct reduction of IPCs in the mutant 
compared to the wild-type brain. (F) A single 40X slice showing the co-expression in 
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dILP2-expressing IPCs. Images were captured by Nancy Tran and figure was courtesy of 
Dr. Stuart Newfeld. 
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Figure 12: Wt Adult Dfr and dILP2 Expression Compared to Df(4)dCORL. All adult 
brains are marked for Dfr (green), Fas2 (blue), and dILP2 (red). Images are oriented in an 
anterior view with dorsal up. (A-C) Wild-type (wt) brain. (A) 20X stacked image of the 
full adult brain. dILP2 expresses in the PI, partially in the ventral brain, and in the lateral 
optic lobes. Dfr is seen in the PI, throughout the optic lobes, and in the ventral central brain. 
(B) 40X stacked image of the same wt brain focusing on the PI. The top panel shows the 
red and green channels together while the middle and bottom panels show them separately. 
The dILP2-expressing cells along the dorsal edge express Dfr, however the cells ventral to 
this subset do not. (C) Select slices of the image shown in B to highlight the co-expression 
at different optical sections. (D-F) Df(4) dCORL (mutant) brain. (D) 20X stacked image 
of the complete adult brain. Note the reduction in brain size and the concave topography 
of the dorsal central brain. dILP2 and Dfr express in the same regions as in A, however Dfr 
looks oversaturated and conceals dILP2 expression. (E) 40X stacked image of the PI from 
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the brain in D. The top panel shows the red and green channels together while the middle 
and bottom panels show them separately. There is a noticeable reduction in red neurons 
and they all express Dfr. (F) Select 40X slices showing the co-expression in dILP2-
expressing IPCs with Dfr. Images were captured by Nancy Tran and figure was courtesy 
of Dr. Stuart Newfeld.
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Figure 13: dILP2 Expression is Partially Rescued by Mating. All adult brains are 
labeled with Dfr (green), Fas2 (blue), and dILP2 (red). Images are oriented in an anterior 
view with dorsal up. (A-C) Mutant brains from 3-day post-eclosion, mated females. (A) 
20X stacked image of the full adult brain. dILP2 is isolated to the PI, ventral brain, and 
optic lobes. Dfr expresses in the same regions with additional tracts extending medially 
from the ventrolateral central brain. (B) 40X stacked image of the same wt brain focusing 
on the PI. The top panel shows the red and green channels together while the middle and 
bottom panels show them separately. Not all dILP2-expressing neurons also express Dfr, 
which is different from the virgin data in the previous figure. (C) Select slices of the image 
shown in B to highlight the geography of each respective protein expression at different 
optical depths. (D-F) Mutant brains from 15- day post-eclosion, mated females. (D) 20X 
stacked image of the complete adult brain. Note the increase of red expression in the PI. 
(E) 40X stacked image of the PI from the brain in D. The top panel shows the red and green 
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channels together while the middle and bottom panels show them separately. All dorsal 
dILP2-positive neurons express Dfr. dILP2 expression has returned to a more triangular 
shape; the neurons in the ventral point of the triangle do not express Dfr. (F) Select 40X 
slices showing the co-expression in the subset of IPCs expressing both dILP2 and Dfr. 
Images were captured by Nancy Tran and figure was courtesy of Dr. Stuart Newfeld.
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APPENDIX A 
PROTOCOLS
Experiment: 
Date: 
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Fixing 3rd Instar Brains 
1. Dissect larvae in PBS at room temperature for no longer than 15 minutes 
2. Place all dissected larval cuticles with brains in a 9-well dish on ice full of PBST 
3. After 15 minutes, transfer all dissected larvae into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, 
remove excess PBST 
4. Fix in 4% formaldehyde/PBST (200 μl 16% formaldehyde + 600 μl PBST) for 25 
minutes at room temperature 
5. Remove fixative and discard into waste container 
6. Wash 2x with PBST (~1 mL), 10 minutes each time 
7. Remove liquid, rinse 2x with 25% MeOH quickly (~1 mL) 
8. Remove liquid, wash 2x with 50% MeOH (~1 mL), 10 minutes each time  
9. Remove liquid, add 100% MeOH (~1 mL) 
10. Store brains at 4oC between 12 hours and 5 days 
 
Experiment: 
Date: 
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Fixing Adult Brains 
1. Prepare formaldehyde fixing solution (300 μL PBST + 100 μL 16% 
formaldehyde) and place on ice 
2. Place fly dish, PBST-dissect, and MeOH on ice; place a 9-well dish on ice as well 
3. Knock out flies and dump into fly dish 
4. Add PBST to a well in the 9-well dish 
5. Dissect flies in PBST within a silicon coated petri dish for no more than 15 
minutes; transfer all brains immediately after dissection to the 9-well dish 
6. After 15 minutes, transfer all brains from the well into the fixing solution 
7. Fix for 20 minutes at room temperature 
8. Remove fixing solution, rinse 2x with PBST for 10 minutes each time  
9. Remove PBST, rinse 2x with 25% MeOH quickly  
10. Remove liquid, wash 2x with 50% MeOH for 10 minutes each time  
11. Remove liquid, add 100% MeOH  
12. Store brains at 4oC between 12 hours and 5 days 
 
Experiment: 
Date: 
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Fluorescent Staining 3rd Instar Brains 
1. Take out carcasses that have been stored in MeOH at 4oC 
a. genotype (date): ______________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
2. Remove MeOH 
3. Wash 2x with 50% MeOH 10 minutes each time 
4. Remove liquid; rinse 2x with 25% MeOH quickly 
5. Remove liquid; wash 2x PBST 10 minutes each time 
6. Remove liquid, add Perm. Buffer (0.3% Triton-X/PBS), 1 ml/tube 
7. Incubate for 30 minutes at room temperature (RT) 
8. Remove liquid, rinse with PBST quickly (~1 mL) 
9. Add Block (1% BSA/PBST), 1 ml/tube  
10. Incubate for 30 minutes at RT 
11. Remove liquid, rinse with PBST quickly (~1 mL) 
12. Transfer brains to 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube 
13. Add Primary Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
b. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
c. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
14. Incubate at 4oC overnight 
15. Remove liquid, store diluted primary Ab in clean tube at 4oC 
16. Rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time 
17. Add Secondary Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
b. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
c. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
18. Incubate at 4oC overnight; cover tray with tin foil 
19. Remove liquid, rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time 
20. Re-suspend in 300 μl 90% Glycerol/PBS, store at 4oC 
21. Dissect brain off of carcass under a dissecting microscope using a needle and 
thin-tipped forceps 
22. Mount 100 μl of 90% Glycerol/PBS with brains onto glass slide 
23. Set clay on cover slip or broken glass onto glass slide 
24. Put cover slip on top of mounted solution, avoiding air bubbles 
25. Use nail polish to seal cover slip onto slide 
a. date on slide: _________________
Experiment: 
Date: 
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Fluorescent Staining Adult Brains 
1. Take out brains that have been stored in MeOH at 4oC 
a. genotype (date): ______________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
2. Quickly rinse brains 3x with MeOH  
3. Add 50/50 MeOH/PBST: incubate for 5 minutes at RT 
4. Quick rinse with PBST  
5. Add 300µl Perm. Buffer (0.3% Triton-X/PBS): incubate for 30 minutes at RT 
6. Quick rinse with PBST  
7. Add 300µl of Block (1% BSA/PBST): incubate for 30 minutes at RT 
8. Quick rinse with PBST  
9. Add 1°Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
b. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
c. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
10. Store at 4°C overnight 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11. Remove and store 1°Ab at 4°C 
12. Rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time   
13. Add 2°Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
b. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
c. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
14. Store at 4°C overnight; cover tray with tin foil 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
15. Discard liquid containing 2°Ab  
16. Rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time   
17. Suspend in 300μl 90% glycerol/PBS 
18. Store at 4°C overnight, then brains will be ready for mounting 
 
Mounting 
1. Mount 100μl of 90% glycerol/PBS with brains onto glass slide 
2. Set clay on cover slip 
3. Put cover slip on top of mounted solution, avoiding air bubbles 
4. Use nail polish to seal cover slip onto slide 
a. date on slide: _________________
Experiment: 
Date: 
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Acetone based In Situ staining  
1. Take out tissues that have been stored in MeOH at -20oC or 4oC (normal fix OK) 
Genotype: ___________________________________________________  
2. Rinse 1x with MeOH, remove MeOH 
3. Rinse 2x with EtOH, remove EtOH 
4. Add Ethanol:Xylene (1:9) for 60’, on ice 
5. Wash 2x with EtOH, 5’ each, on ice 
6. Rehydrate in graded MeOH/H2O, 5’ each, on ice 
a. 80% MeOH 
b. 50% MeOH 
c. 25% MeOH 
7. Remove liquid, add 80% Acetone, 10’ at -20oC 
8. Wash 2x with PBS/0.1% Tween 20/0.1% Triton X-100, 5’ each, on ice 
9. Fix with 8% Formaldehyde/PBS for 20’ on ice 
10. Wash 2x with PBS/0.1% Tween 20/0.1% Triton X-100, 5’ each, on ice 
11. Remove liquid, add 50% PBT/50% Hybridization Solution (needs equal volume 
Formamide before using), 10’ @ RT 
12. Remove liquid, add 1mL Hybridization Solution 
a. Incubate @ 55oC (water bath) for 5’ 
b. Change Hybridization Solution, incubate @ 55oC for 30’ 
c. Change Hybridization Solution, incubate @ 55oC for 25’ (up to 2.5 hours) 
13. *****Periodically invert embryos to avoid clumping***** 
14. Prepare Probe: final volume will be 100μl solution/tube of embryos 
a. Probe used: ___________________ 
b. Thaw probe on ice, spin down 
c. Heat probe mixture to 95oC for 3 min 
d. Chill probe mixture on slushy ice, no more than 10 min, spin down 
15. Rinse with Hybridization Solution, transfer 100μl to autoclaved tube, add Probe 
a. Amount of probe in tube(s): _______________________________________ 
16. Incubate O/N @ 55oC stationary heat block 
17. *****Periodically finger tap to ensure even distribution of probe***** 
18. Heat fresh Hybridization Solution to 55oC 
19. Remove Prob Mixture, add 1mL of Hybridization Solution 
a. Rock embryos by hand briefly 
b. Incubate at 55oC for 5 min 
20. Wash 2x with Hybridization solution, 30’ @ 55oC 
21. *****Periodically invert embryos to mix solution ***** 
22. Rinse 1x with 50% PBT/50% Hybridization solution, 10’ @ RT 
23. Wash 4x with PBT, 5’ @ RT 
24. Stain embryos as needed to visualize probe 
Experiment: 
Date: 
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FISH 3rd Instar Brains 
1. Take out carcasses that have been stored in MeOH at 4oC 
a. genotype (date): ______________________________________________  
2. Remove liquid, add Perm. Buffer (0.3% Triton-X/PBS), incubate 30’ at RT 
3. Remove liquid, rinse with PBST quickly (~1 mL) 
4. Add Block (1% BSA/PBST), 1 ml/tube, incubate 30’ at RT 
5. Add 3% H2O2/PBST, 1 ml/tube, incubate 30’ at RT 
6. Remove liquid, rinse with PBST quickly (~1 mL) 
7. Add Primary Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
b. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
c. Primary: ____________________________ diluted 1: ______ in PBST 
8. Incubate for 3 hours at RT or overnight at 4oC 
9. Remove liquid, store diluted primary Ab in clean tube at 4oC 
10. Rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time 
11. Add Secondary Ab,          μl/tube 
a. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
b. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
c. Secondary: ___________________________ diluted 1: _____ in PBST 
12. Incubate for 3 hours at RT or overnight at 4oC; cover tray with tin foil 
13. If using DAPI (0.1mg/ml) dilute 1:500, add 1ml/tube, incubate 30’ at RT, EOE 
14. Remove liquid, rinse 3x in PBS-T, 20 minutes each time (4x if washing HRP off) 
15. If using HRP/TSA staining (secondary was conjugated to HRP): 
a. Thaw on ice: Tyramide 488 and H2O2 (3 μl/tube), RT: 300 μl/tube TSA 
buffer 
b. After last wash, add TSA buffer, then H2O2 and mix 
c. Add Tyramide and mix 
d. Incubate for _______________ minutes at RT (minimum of 10 minutes) 
e. Remove liquid, rinse 4x with PBS-T quickly 
16. Remove liquid, rinse 4x in PBST, 20 minutes each time 
17. Re-suspend in 400 μl 90% Glycerol/PBS, store at 4oC 
18. Dissect brain off of carcass under a dissecting microscope using a needle and 
thin-tipped forceps 
19. Mount 100 μl of 90% Glycerol/PBS with brains onto glass slide 
20. Set clay on cover slip or broken glass onto glass slide 
21. Put cover slip on top of mounted solution, avoiding air bubbles 
22. Use nail polish to seal cover slip onto slide 
a. date on slide: _________________ 
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APPENDIX B 
LOLAL IS AN EVOLUTIONARILY NEW EPIGENETIC REGULATOR OF DPP 
TRANSCRIPTION DURING DORSAL-VENTRAL AXIS FORMATION 
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